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Executive Summary
Congregational vitality is a top priority for the ELCA. A vital congregation is one that has
healthy, life changing relationships with God, one another and the world. It is through
these relationships that the Holy Spirit flows as the church lives into the Great
Commandment (Matt. 22:36-40) and the Great Commission (Matt 28:16-20).
Campaign dollars raised for “renewing congregations” were used to strengthen vitality
through three new initiatives: synod strategies, area ministry strategies and fast growing
congregations. So far $819,500 has been allocated to synods and congregations
engaging in one of these initiatives with 62% ($514,500) going toward synod strategies.
Synod strategies are a new experiment for the ELCA, distinct from the formal renewal
process already practiced. They are designed and implemented by each synod. While
specifics vary, all synod strategies teach congregations the practices associated with
adaptive change and vitality. They include an in-depth training for congregational teams
of lay and rostered leaders that lasts from 12-24 months. Some synods also include
events, coaches or other resources.
This is a one year update on the 12 synod strategies that were funded by Campaign
dollars as of 2016. The intent of this report is threefold: to give donors an update on how
their contributions are being used, to share stories that inspire other congregations and
synods to engage in similar strategies, and to share lessons learned.
So far over 165 congregations have participated in at least one in-depth training event.
While it is too early to evaluate the entire program, evaluations of some of the first
congregations to complete their training indicate that most congregations experience
significant shifts in missional attitudes. New attitudes reflect a greater willingness to
change for the sake of God’ call as well as increased hope and willingness to trust God.
Some congregations have also incorporated new adaptive practices into their daily life
including study, prayer, listening to one another, listening and collaborating with
neighbors, experimenting and reflecting. These practices are improving vitality by
engaging congregations more deeply with God in mission.
This report describes the adaptive change process and the difference it makes in
improving vitality. It shows that while all congregations that are ready to engage can
benefit, the degree of change depends on the initial starting position of the congregations
and their level of engagement. Even though results vary, overall, synod strategies appear
to be an efficient, effective tool for teaching adaptive practices that ultimately improve
vitality.
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Background
A vital congregation is one that has healthy, life changing relationships with God, each
other and the world. It is through these relationships that the Holy Spirit flows as the
church lives into the Great Commandment (Matt. 22:36-40) and the Great Commission
(Matt 28:16-20).
2015 Annual report data1 from congregations (completed in
Annual Report Vitality
2016) asked 15 questions about vitality. Seventy five
percent all ELCA congregations answered these questions.
Averages
The items may be averaged to create a vitality score from 1
Very
(poor) – 3 (somewhat) -5 (great).2 This is not a perfect
Vital,
measurement of the concept of vitality, but it does give us a
11.0
Vital,
baseline understanding of how leaders see their
%
26.7
congregation’s relationships with God, each other and the
%
world. The pie chart shows all responding ELCA
congregations grouped by scores. Very vital = over 4.5, Vital
Not
– 4.0-4.4, Somewhat vital – 3.0-3.9, Not very vital = <3.0.
very
As the pie chart shows, less than 40% of ELCA
vital,
Somewhat
8.5%
congregational leaders considered their congregations vital
vital, 53.7%
or very vital. When this information was shared with
Directors for Evangelical Mission (DEMs) across the
country, the consensus was that this was optimistic. When individual items are
examined, most congregations rated themselves “great” in having worship that nurtures
faith and being a positive force in the community. Most said they were “somewhat” good
or worse at equipping people to share their faith, incorporating newcomers into
congregational life, seeking out and using the gifts of people of all ages, advocating for
social justice, or being willing to try new things.3
The fact that leaders in most ELCA congregations do not feel that they do these mission
critical functions well makes it clear that the ELCA is not responding to God’s call as
intended. While not universal, this lack of missional behavior in the church is pervasive.
New, system-wide strategies are needed to capture or recapture the imaginations of
congregations, drawing them deeper into relationships with God, one another and their
neighbors. Only through authentic, mutual, life giving relationships, can the gospel be
proclaimed in word and deed, and new people invited into a loving relationship with
Jesus Christ.

http://congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Blogs/2015VitalityResults.html
http://congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Research/Congregational%20Vitality%20Background.pdf
3 http://congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/2015FormASynodRPt/ELCA2015.pdf
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New experiments to increase vitality
Campaign dollars designated for renewing congregations were used to experiment with
three new ways to strengthen congregational vitality: Synod Strategies, Area Ministry
Strategies and Fast Growth Congregation grants. This study focuses on the impact of
synod strategies to date. The intent of this report is threefold: to give donors an update
on how their contributions are being used, to share stories that inspire other
congregations and synods to engage in similar strategies, and to share lessons learned.
By the end of 2016, $401,500 of campaign funds were allocated to 12 synods’ multi-year
strategies for stirring up vitality within participating congregations. These funds were
added to $527,037 from synods, congregations and other sources for a total financial
commitment of $928,537 (not including significant in-kind expenses of synods.) The
twelve synods involved were: Alaska, Northwest Washington, Southwest Washington,
Oregon, Southwest California, Western North Dakota, Western Iowa, Northwest
Wisconsin, South-Central Wisconsin, Indiana-Kentucky, Upstate New York and North
Carolina.
All synod strategies teach congregations the practices associated with adaptive change
and vitality. While each strategy is different, every strategy includes an in-depth training
for congregational teams of lay and rostered leaders. So far synods have engaged 165
congregations in such trainings.
In addition to an in-depth training, some synods used one-time training events to
introduce congregational leaders to vitality principles and encourage them to join a
cohort. South Central Wisconsin plans to host four one-time events, each with a different
theme. At the time of this report the first two events, focusing on worship and
stewardship, was complete. Future events will train congregations in the areas of crossgenerational practices, and congregational leadership. North Carolina, took training to
another level by implementing a 9-week intensive leadership training program for any lay
or rostered leader. The first 9-week course focused on spirituality and prayer. Three
additional courses are planned in the areas of leading congregations, faith in finances and
sharing faith. Beyond training events and cohort gatherings, several synods assign
coaches to work with congregations between meetings.
Because all of these efforts are experiments designed to help the ELCA learn how synods
can best cultivate and support congregational vitality, an evaluation plan was developed
specifically for each synod and for the project overall. Appendix A is a rubric that outlines
expected outcomes of synod events. A similar rubric was used to evaluate leadership
training. Appendix B is a rubric outlining expectations of congregations that complete
cohort training over multiple sessions. Each of these rubrics is organized with the
outcomes on the left and the observed changes to the right under the colored boxes.
Descriptions of the changes we expect to observe for each outcome are described in the
boxes. The means of collecting data for these observations is described in the
“measurement” column.
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Very few of the congregations engaged in these
strategies so far have completed their training. A
previous study reviewed the initial 2013-2015 pilot
in the Oregon synod. Lessons learned there were
used to develop the current Oregon synod strategy
which is now being implemented with three new
cohorts across the state. These findings were also
shared with the other 11 synods so that their lessons
could be used.

Oregon’s pilot outcome study
In addition to this report, seven
congregations from the Oregon pilot
were studied in depth in late 2016.
That report published here:
http://congregationalvitalitysurvey.c
om/Blogs/OregonRpt.html

This report reflects on feedback from synod strategy coordinators along with reflections
from nine congregations that completed their training since the Oregon report was
completed. These congregations come from synods that developed and initiated their
strategy prior to Campaign funding. This report is not intended to be a definitive
evaluation or judgment on the value of these kinds of interventions. With most
congregations, still in the midst of their first implementation, that kind of conclusion is
premature. However, it does give early indicators of the kinds of impacts these strategies
can have in congregations with different conditions.

Objectives for congregations
Initial pilot projects (including the Oregon report cited above) demonstrated that not all
congregations are alike. Congregations need different approaches and can expect
different outcomes depending on where they begin the journey. Below is a chart from
Roxburgh and Romanuk describing the kinds of cultures present in congregations at
different times in their lives.4
Congregations move through this
cycle beginning on the lower left when
they are founded (new actions). They
move up from left to right
(performance organization) as they hit
their stride in the blue zone. However,
eventually the world changes and the
things that worked well no longer
achieve the same results. Eventually
congregations move into the red zone,
where they act as regulative agencies
attempting to control their situation
by holding on to what used to work
until they can’t any longer. Some
congregations dwell in this place for

Figure 1: Three Zone Model of Missional Leadership

Roxburgh, Alan, and Fred Romanuk. The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach a
Changing World. Vol. 17, San Francisco, CA: John Wiley & Sons, 2011.
4
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years, working hard to reclaim the past and refusing to acknowledge their need to change.
As they dwell in the upper red zone, resources that might be used to move forward in
mission are instead spent down. But even the most stuck congregations eventually face a
crisis decision point when they come to terms with the new reality. Some congregations
choose to end their ministry at the time of crisis, especially if their resources of energy
and money are low. Others decide to continue ministry which leads them to the bottom
right (confusion) as they walk into the wilderness open to a new call from God and
perhaps a new identity. This is marks a period of adaptive change that moves them back
across from the bottom right to the upper left (transition organization) until they reach
the top (emergent organization) and the cycle continues. The authors describe the
different leadership strategies and skills required for each stage.
Synod strategies work with congregations based on where they are in the change cycle.
The congregations participating in current synod strategies are in the blue zone and the
red zones. While adaptive change is essential for congregations in the red zone, even
congregations in the blue zone are being influenced by substantial societal changes. These
changes are forcing them to consider adaptive questions of identity and purpose earlier
than they might have in times past. Some blue zone congregations already have a
missional sense of purpose and are ready for the next thing. Other blue zone
congregations feel like they are getting stuck or stale, especially as they approach the red
zone. They need to begin asking new questions about what God is doing and learn new
ways to join God, renewing their sense of call. Ideally this will happen before too many
resources are lost at the top of the red zone.
Congregations firmly in the red zone have often lost touch of God’s call and are typically
focused on scarcity. Their imagination may be stuck reflecting on glory days of the past
rather than looking toward a future that is contextually relevant. Their primary task is to
deepen their trust in God and expand their imagination through an adaptive change
process. This movement is illustrated in the diagram as moving from the red arrow to the
green arrow. It should be noted that the movement goes through a stage of confusion
where congregations are not sure what they are called to, but they are willing to trust God
to lead them where they need to be. As they learn to trust God and experiment, new
opportunities present themselves, imaginations are stretched and new ways of being
church are born. Eventually these congregations may develop a new identity based on a
new sense of what God is calling them to in their current context. This new identity may
be quite different from the church they were before.

Synod strategies
All synod strategies included some version of spiritual practice/discernment, listening
within the congregation, listening to the congregation’s neighbors with the hope of
developing mutual relationships, experimenting (often around developing relationships
with neighbors), and reflecting. While all strategies included these basic adaptive skills,
their theoretical approach and actual practices varied. Some taught community
organizing approaches emphasizing one-to-one conversations and focused collaborations
with community stakeholders. Some taught mission planning using spiritual practices
and listening to discern a missional purpose and develop a plan to achieve it. Other synods
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taught about the adaptive change process to help congregations let go and look forward.
One synod, South West California, used appreciative inquiry to identify gifts within
congregations and their communities and then build on them.
To provide these trainings, all but one synod (NW Washington) used their Director for
Evangelical Mission (DEM) to develop the curricula, recruit, train and supervise coaches
and volunteers, recruit and gague the readiness of congregations, lead most of the training
sessions, and work with the Congregational Vitality Project to develop a strategy specific
evaluation plan and carry it out. NW Washington hired a part time consultant to perform
these duties, but the DEM and Bishop’s office oversee the process.
Synods spent some their first-year recruiting and training trainers and coaches who could
in turn train groups of congregations. The first year was also spent recruiting
congregations to participate and customizing initial plans based on feedback from
recruiting efforts and the actual needs of the congregations that agreed to participate.

Summary of activity
The following table lists each of the initial 12 strategies along with the initial grant
amount and duration followed by other funds they used to develop and implement their
activities. Funding for synod strategies comes from a variety of sources. In addition to
campaign funds the most common sources are the synod’s themselves. Several
congregations also ask congregations to contribute financially to cover the cost of their
participation. The dollars below do not represent the considerable in-kind contributions
from synods and congregations. The largest in-kind contribution is typically the DEM’s
time.
The final column summarizes the primary activities undertaken by each synod so far,
along with the number of participants (either individuals or congregations depending on
the activity). Sometimes activities occurred over a program year (i.e. 2015-2016). When
online material describing their strategy was available, those links were provided.
Synod
Alaska
Rooted in Christ

Campaign
Funds
$10,000
over 2 yrs

Other Funds
*$2,600 synod

Northwest
Washington
Living Local

$50,000
over 2 yrs

$122,479 synod
$15,000 cong.

Southwest
Washington
Renewing,
Rerooting and
Reaching out

$35,000
over 3 yrs

$48,000 synod
$6,000 cong.

Activities and participants
2016 built up trainers and developed
program.
October 2016 event – 43 people from 15 cong.
Cohort: 4 congregations in 2017
Cohorts: 6 cong. in 2015,
2016 Reviewed outcomes, redesigned process
based on lessons learned and implemented
new plan in 2017 with 8 congregations.
Cohort: 12 cong. in 2017 (Funding began later
than most synods - August 2016)
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Synod
Oregon
Transformation
Leadership
Initiative
Southwest
California
Living the
Resurrection
Western North
Dakota
Congregational
Renewal Cohort
Western Iowa
Helping
Congregations
Rediscover a
Passion for Christ
Northwest
Wisconsin
Healthy Leaders
supporting
healthy
communities
IndianaKentucky
Connect

Campaign
Funds
$25,000
over 2 yrs.

Other Funds

Activities and participants

$35,000 synod
$15,000
ecumenical
partners
*$37,531 synod

Cohorts: 7 cong. in 2013-15 (pilot), Reviewed
outcomes, redesigned process and
implemented new plan in Fall 2017 with 16
congregations across three cohort groups.
2016 revised plan based on feedback, built up
trainers, recruited and held event at synod
assembly. Cohort: 8 cong. in 2016

$17,700
over 3 yrs

*$3,000 synod
$6,300 cong.

Cohorts: 7 cong. in 2015, 5 in 2016, 4
expected in 2017

$45,000
over 3 yrs

$4,000 synod

2016 developed trainers and process
2017 Spring event with 60 people
November 2017 the first cohort will begin.
Now recruiting up to 10 congregations.

$50,000
over 3 yrs.

$5,000 synod
$5,000 Portico
wellness $

Cohorts: 10 cong. in 2016

$43,800
over 3 yrs

Cohorts: (2 cohorts per year) 12 cong. in
2015-16, 9 in 16-17

$20,000
over 2 yrs

South–Central
Wisconsin
Connect

$30,000
over 2 yrs

*$5,000 synod
$5,500 cong.
$20,000 gift from
closure
*$3,000 synod
$15,000 cong.

Upstate New
York
Faith Formation
Project
North Carolina
Congregational
Renewal

$25,000
over 2 yrs

*$10,000 synod
$13,627 cong

$50,000
over 2 yrs

$30,000 synod
$50,000 cong
$70,000 other

Total
congregations
to date

$401,500
campaign
dollars

$527,037 from
all other
sources

Built up trainers and program based on INKY.
2016 event with 58 people
Cohorts: 8 cong. in 2016, expect 7 in 2017
2016 built up trainers and developed
program.
Cohorts: 5 cong. in 2016, 14 cong. in 2017
Developed collection of best practices from
within the synod.
Held leadership training but not in a cohort
model. Congregations participate in twoyear renewal process similar to other
synods’ cohorts. 22 cong. are participating
at this time.
165 congregations are participating in
long-term (cohort) training or are
about to start. More coming in 2017.

$928,537 total

43% of total
57% of total
funding
funding
Information for “other contributions” came from original synod grant application. * indicates numbers
that were updated since the original grant.
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Impact
Events
Alaska, South Central Wisconsin, Western Iowa, and North Carolina synods held one
day events separate from cohort trainings. Afterward, congregations were asked to
describe what they learned and how they planned to use that information in their
congregation. The specificity of their response was rated using the rubric in Appendix A.
In South Central Wisconsin, congregations were asked how they actually used the
information a few months later. Below is a summary of the outcomes from
congregations with events.
Synod/ Event

Number of
Participants

Understanding of
learning
objectives

Plan for
sharing
information
in their
congregation

Plan to use
information
in their
cong.

3 mo.
follow
-up

Alaska –
October Event

43 participants
from 15
congregations

75% clear
25% vague

83% clear
17% vague

75% clear
25% vague

n/a

58 participants
18 respondents

83% clear
17% vague

Not asked

67% clear
33% vague

60 participants
at synod
assembly
workshop in
June 2017
200
participants
72 responses

Evaluation in
process

(45% of all
congregations in
Alaska synod)

12 respondents
South Central
Wisconsin
MDMT events
(Worship,
Stewardship)
Western
Iowa
Assembly
workshop
North
Carolina
Bold like Jesus

81% clear
19% vague

70% Clear
26% Vague
2 had no plan

Worship:
Of the 6
resp.
5 used it,
1 had not
yet.

n/a

Leadership Training
North
Carolina
Leadership
training

94 participants in
61% gave
39% showed
43% named
30%
9-week course on
clear
expanded
clear ideas for named
spirituality and
descriptions missional
how to use the clear
prayer practices
of what they imaginations
info.
next
23 responses
learned
steps
This workshop was taught in one location and webcast to others. Technical problems interfered
with many participant’s experience. These could be resolved by small changes and better pretesting. Several lay persons named new ideas and practices they learned. Local small group
conversation enhanced the experience. Some pastors shared that they now know how to better
accompany lay people in prayer and teaching spirituality.
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Cohort trainings
As noted earlier, over 165 congregations are engaged in ongoing vitality training. All
synods use the Congregational Vitality Survey to help them gauge the initial state of the
congregation and their readiness for work.5 The survey produces an average vitality
score between 1 (poor), 3 (somewhat), and 5 (great). A previous study and three years of
experience found that scores under 3.5 typically represent congregations in the red zone,
scores over 4 are congregations in the blue zone and scores between 3.6-3.9 are typically
in between.6 Often, they consider themselves in the blue zone because they have people
and money, but many have lost their sense of mission and are vulnerable to conflict or
crisis.
So far 134 of the participating congregations have completed their initial Congregational
Vitality Survey as a pretest. Fifty percent of the congregations rated themselves over 4.0
(blue zone), 34% had scores between 3.6-3.9 and 16% scored themselves 3.5 or less.
While the survey is not a perfect indicator of a congregation’s place in the change
process, it does suggest that most congregations participating in synod strategies are
fairly healthy and not focused on survival. For the sake of this report, blue zone
congregations are considered those with an initial vitality score of 4.0 or higher. Red
zones had scores 3.9 or lower.
After congregations finish their multi-session, multi-year training, they are asked to
complete a reflection. Reflections asked leaders about current practices, what they’ve
learned, how they’ve changed, what challenges they face, and their next steps. Their
responses were rated by the evaluator and the DEM using the rubric in Appendix B.
Appendix C provides examples of more and less vital responses to help the raters
identify and document specific progress (or lack of). The seven-point scale at the end of
Appendix C describes the overall impact on vitality.
A summary of key findings from the reflections of 9 congregations is included below.
Information comes from the following synods: 3 congregations from North Carolina, 3
from NW Washington plus annual report and summary of coach’s reflections, 3 from
Western North Dakota plus annual report, Alaska synod’s annual report. All
congregations described things they were learning and the challenges they were dealing
with. None of the congregations had only successes or failures.
The following quotes and stories are designed to illustrate the different kinds of learning
and culture change under way in blue and red zone congregations. Notice the kinds of
shifts in missional imagination that people describe. Consider what this means about
where these congregations are coming from and where they are now heading. Ask
yourself what God is doing in, with and through these congregations.
The Congregational Vitality Survey asks everyone in worship to describe the congregation’s relationships
with God, each other and their community. It also asks about individual’s spiritual growth, how they live
out their faith, their sense of the congregation’s social climate, their perception of sustainability and more.
For more information visit: www.congregationalvitalitysurvey.com
66 See http://congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Research/Congregational%20Vitality%20Background.pdf
5
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View from the Red Zone
Red zone congregations often struggle with a sense of scarcity, isolation from neighbors,
weak leadership (especially, but not exclusively lay leaders) and limited capacity for
adaptive change. They often have limited imaginations for ministry, weak connections
with an active/present God, and a fear of failure. Much of the work with these
congregations is around teaching the importance of spiritual practices and discernment,
building relationships within the church and shifting attitudes about the need to be
engaged with the neighborhood. The following stories and reflections from four red zone
congregations illustrate the ways in which attitudes are shifting.
As part of a listening exercise one man asked a youth “what do you need around church”?
The youth replied, “to be needed”. From that came the idea for a “trunk or treat event” as
an experiment run by youth. They estimated that 75 kids came by in a couple of hours.
They got emails from many of their parents and plan to reach out around Christmas and
Easter. They felt the event was successful. “One experience was that people said we were
more fun than they thought we were.” “We are thinking less about how to get people in
the pews and more about how we can meet people where they are.”
This story shows a couple of things. First it is a lesson to the adult that the youth didn’t need to
be served, rather they needed to serve along with the adults in the congregation. Second, it
illustrates how the congregation’s attitude about the neighborhood is changing. They are
beginning to shift from seeing neighbors only as potential members (who will come in and give
money to support the church) toward seeing them as people with whom they may have other
kinds of relationships.

The following story is from a small red zone congregation with an average worship
attendance of 40.

We didn’t go and create something new, we saw something going on in the community
and joined them there. Twenty people went. They took it very seriously, and spent an
hour and a half talking about it afterward. Comments included: “I was able to see God in
our experiment when we went to the school to help them prepare for the start of the
school year. God was in the helping hands, and just by being present with others, not to
convert them, but to be with them. Our experiment helped us to be more present in our
community, something we have not done very well because many of us are commuters to
this church.” Another said, “Experimenting is just going out and not having to promote
our church was important. We’re out there where God wants us to be and God is blessing
us there in those places too. I have to trust God to keep this experimenting, “going out”,
going, and trust that God can work when it isn’t about God.”

These quotes reveal some people’s experience of an active God who wants them to be
engaged and who is already in the community. It also reveals an increased trust in God.
Other research demonstrates the importance of congregations understanding that God
is active and present both in their congregation and in their community. These are very
exciting lessons which are key to longer term renewal.
Here are other quotes from reflections of red zone congregations in multiple synods:
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About God:
▪ God was shaking us up out of our stuckness; and hugging us into a future of
experimentation and collaboration.
About listening, relationships and experimenting:
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

We used to just do a lot of stuff, and now we see the importance of listening to
others.
We were surprised that when people were asked about where they see God, they
responded in their relationships. We were expecting people to say things about
the church.
I don’t think we even listen to the people beside us even in the pew. Maybe we
can start learning how to be in relationship with each other, maybe this will help
us to be more present with our neighbors. Perhaps this could be a congregational
experiment. We have come to recognize that spiritual practice is an important
part of this process.
We learned that talking to people is much more valuable than sending emails.
(after an email survey failed to gain many responses.)
Our experiment helped us to learn that listening and getting to know others is an
important way for understanding and living with our neighbors.
The parents of the (congregation run preschool) said they wanted to be part of
an event we were doing. In fact, the school parents wanted to introduce
themselves to us and the church, and they wanted to make meals for this
gathering. And we said great! This process helped us to see this response from the
parents of the school board as a way we were receiving hospitality from strangers.
Experimenting was tough, but now we’re much more open to experimenting.
We were asked to design an experiment in the summer and that was hard. In the
end, our experiment failed but we still learned a lot. It took us getting used to
trying new things that helped us realize we can even try new things without being
afraid.

About reflecting:
▪

Reflecting is hard work. We’re still learning how to do this among our
congregation, how to lead it, how to work with others to incorporate it into our
life together.

About the overall process:
•
•

•

This process helps you to be who you are as church.
We realize that many of our attempts to involve our congregants in this process
were unsuccessful, but we have noticed a marked difference in how our
congregation thinks about the community around us.
What I got out of our (cohort) meetings was the support of what we could then
experiment with here in this place. Hearing what was going on with others.
Knowing that other churches were going on with others was very helpful. We
don’t want to lose touch with these people; we don’t want to stop this work.
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•

▪
•

In council now they ask “what are we doing for the community?”. And this
question wouldn’t have been received previously because they only looked inside.
We’re beginning to see the door opened up.
We used to think that going out as church was about doing, now we are starting
to see that it is about being with others, and seeing God there.
Comments from an interviewer gathering the reflection: This congregation is
being “dragged into the 21st century by this strategy”, learning to use Bible
studies in new ways, awakening to the need to be friends within the community
and hopeful about what will come next.”

Advice these congregations would give to others considering the process:
▪ Be open to change. You will learn a great deal about your neighbors,
neighborhoods and each other.
▪ It’s an opportunity for the congregation to look outward not just inward.
▪ You will learn how to listen to each other.
▪ You can still learn something even if it falls apart and completely fails.
▪ Don’t be afraid to go outside the walls of the church.
When the four red zone congregations were reviewed using the rubric in Appendix B,
none of the red zone congregations were able to engage all the practices listed at the top
(spiritual, listening, discerning, reflecting) in ways that changed their decisions.
However, one of them embraced spiritual and listening practices and was beginning to
engage experimenting and reflecting. Another embraced experimenting without
spiritual practices. In their reflection, they said, “We have come to recognize that this is
an important part of the process.” One congregation learned the most from their
reflections on their failures. Another could do very little because of internal conflict and
fear. Yet even there, some improvements were made because the conflict was identified
and intentionally addressed.
When shifts in vitality were considered on the seven-point scale in Appendix C, one
congregation was struggling with resistance to change which prevented growth. Another
is beginning to see shifts in attitudes but not yet behaviors, and the final congregation
experienced a shift in attitudes followed by the beginnings of new behaviors.
When synod coordinators talk about working with these congregations, they share how
slow it is and how it can be frustrating at times because the congregations don’t appear
to be using what they are taught. However, some coordinators have also shared stories
of how these same congregations returned a year or two after the training with signs of
change and readiness for next steps. One coordinator described working with these
congregations as “planting seeds”.
View from the Blue Zone
Five of the reflections came from blue zone congregations. Blue zone congregations feel
healthier and are less concerned about immediate sustainability. Some see these
trainings as a way of strengthening their sense of mission and moving to the next thing.
12

Others have become disconnected from a sense of God’s mission and are beginning to
move into the red zone.7 They are looking for the Holy Spirit’s energy but they are also
sometimes a bit more reluctant to give up on things that used to work because they are
not yet desperate.
The following quotes come from the reflections of blue zone congregations across
multiple synods:
About God:
•
•
•

•

•

We used to believe that our resources were too scarce to share. Now we
understand that God’s blessings are too abundant not to share.
We used to think that a fancy building in a growing area was the ultimate gift.
Now we realize that God has given us unique gifts of our own.
We used to have no idea who we were or why we were here, now we are growing
slowly toward a language of faith and an ability to express that we have a
responsibility to spread the good news of Jesus to others.
We used to think it didn’t matter what we did or if we did anything outside our
doors, now we know we are called to be part of the community and God calls us
to go outside our doors to serve.
We used to be nervous about saying or doing too much because someone might
get offended. Now we see that God has united us through service.

About leadership and congregational culture:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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We used to be afraid to talk about the future, but now we are more willing to see
who we are and what will happen if we refuse to talk about it.
I used to believe the pastor should develop the ministry, now I invite the
congregation to develop and support choices and efforts of ministry that expand
mission.
We used to think nothing would change, now we know the only way things will
change is if we help them change.
We have changed focus from the original church that was formed in the 80’s who
kept everything internal and controlled, to a more flexible and adaptable group
who are willing to be more open and reach out into the community for mission.
I used to think programs solved problems, but now I understand that people
involved in mission find new opportunities.
There used to be heaviness, a somberness in the church community. Now there is
a lightness, a positive energy in the church community.
There was growth in the team in prayer, scripture reading and reflection, and
expressing faith. The team leader really grew in noticing the world around him,

It may be that they have entered the red zone despite their vitality survey score of 4.
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stopping to consider that God’s love is for all, even those unaware. He grew
tremendously personally in this process.
About listening, relationships and experimenting:
•
•

•
•
•

•

We used to be unaware of members’ perceptions and dreams, but, with the help
of the survey, the mission study and intentional conversations, we now have
some idea of where people are.
People are realizing the gifts God has given this congregation. We started a
garden ministry that came out of people realizing that they understood
farming/gardening and that the congregation owns about 13 acres of land. It has
been fun to watch people discover more and more of their gifts and come back
with great ideas!
We used to have a NOT welcoming feeling between younger and older
generations, now we are building bridges between generations.
We used to have very critical people making negative remarks about everything
including pastors. Now we seem to be more at peace and positive.
There used to be real hesitancy toward engaging the wider community. Now there
seems to be an eagerness to get the word out and participate in the shared life of
the wider community.
The (congregation’s) website has been dramatically improved in the past year,
and is kept up-to-date. Newsletters (e-) mailed monthly (even in the summer).

About the overall process:
•

•
•

We have “been reorganizing over the past four years and are now able to
contribute lessons learned to the larger cohort community. Our engagement in
the strategy allows us to move forward in being renewed and reorganized again
and again through the agitation of these relationships.
The budgeting process may be changing for the upcoming year to be more
mission focused.
Wow! We can hear God speaking to us! Through dreams, visions, prayers, bible
study, we can hear God’s call for us now. We experienced God’s leading us toward
something new and it is powerful.

When the five blue zone congregations were reviewed using the rubric in Appendix B,
two of them had engaged at least three of the four practices in a major way. The other
three had engaged some of them in a minor way and some not at all.
When shifts in vitality were considered (Appendix C), two of them struggled with
resistance that is holding the wider congregation back, two demonstrated shifts in
missional attitudes but not yet behaviors, and the final congregation experienced both
shifts in attitudes and behaviors.
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Challenges experienced
Even though every congregation could point to good experiences and hopeful initial
outcomes, all of them also experienced challenges. This process requires a lot of work
and emotional energy. Even though all participating congregations self-selected, some
were more ready than others to fully engage. Participation always elicits a reaction, and
sometimes these responses slowed things down. While final numbers for the 2016-2017
cohorts are not yet reported, four synods have noted that one or two of their
congregations dropped out midway, paused work for the year with plans to begin again
next year, or stopped work until something changed (e.g. new team members or pastor).
The following issues were raised when teams were asked what could hold them back
from continuing this work:
• FEAR: Fear of talking to people outside the congregation. Fear of the influence
people outside the congregation might have on them. Fear of bringing out
conflicts that are hidden. Fear of change.
• Apathy on the part of the renewal committee. One renewal process went into a
holding pattern when their committee said, “Let’s stop, things are going well.”
• Councils or congregations who expect the pastor and/or staff to do all the work.
• Pastors that are not completely supportive of the process or aren’t willing to make
substantial changes. These pastors were probably not ready to participate in the
first place. DEMs observe that without strong pastoral leadership, substantial
congregational change is impossible.
• Difficultly addressing resistance within the congregation – especially from
informal leaders.
• Difficulty getting broad participation across the congregation.
• Lack of financial resources and/or people to implement some ideas.
The following quotes illustrate some of the obstacles encountered:
• “According to the vitality survey we have conflict, but no one wants to talk. I was
told people were wondering who caused the conflict.”
• “This NEEDS to be staff and council support and attention. This process was so
much harder because the council was either not supportive or indifferent to the
process, and the staff did not have the time to spend addressing renewal issues
during the process.”

Lessons learned by synods
In their annual reports and in conversations with me, synod strategy coordinators
reflected on lessons they have learned so far. Below are common examples:
• This process is slow. It may take years to see substantial shifts, especially in red
zone congregations. However, seeds planted early on do often bear fruit two or
more years later. Patience is warranted.
• There is a lack of basic necessary leadership capacity in many lay and rostered
leaders (e.g. decision making, deep listening, setting and achieving goals,
collaboration, having emotional conversations, big picture thinking, etc.).
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Expanded missional imagination and increased missional behavior do not
necessarily lead to increased sustainability in the form of more people or
financial resources. Issues of sustainability may need to be addressed more
intentionally and directly.
The action, reflection model of teaching seems to work with most congregations.
Congregations that fail to fully engage in the actions (e.g. discernment, listening,
experimenting and reflecting) experience less transformation than those that do
fully engage these practices.
Some congregations fail to take spiritual practices seriously or see it as critical
piece of their work. Without sound, spiritual practices little progress is made.
Congregations must be intentional and work hard to get the lessons learned by
the team into the regular practice of the larger congregation. Resistance is to be
expected, intentionally planned for, and addressed repeatedly over time.
Congregations with low internal trust or dysfunctional patterns have difficulty
succeeding and may be harmed by this process because the it requires intentional
change which raises tension even in healthy settings. These congregations are not
ready to participate in adaptive change until internal leadership is strengthened
enough to stand in solidarity and steadfastly move forward through resistance.
It is hard to keep the momentum going over the course of these strategies.
Congregations have a hard time making this a top priority rather than one more
thing. Additional points of contact may be needed to keep congregations engaged
and hope filled.

Opportunities for mutual learning
Synod strategy coordinators described areas where they are still learning:
• How to best introduce this opportunity and generate interest with congregations.
• Determine criteria that should be used to selection (readiness) congregations and
apply it consistently.
• How to work with leadership teams that do not have basic leadership skills.
• Coaches – training, relationships with congregations, recruiting, supervision, etc.
• Curricula pacing – how much can folks absorb when?
• How to vary curricula based on developmental zone.
• What are realistic expectations for congregations starting in different places?
• How to help leadership teams engage their larger congregation in change process.
• How to help congregations maintain energy, intentionality and engagement
throughout the process.
• How synods can build capacity so that coordination and training can move
beyond synod staff.
• How synods can engage in adaptive change so that they are open to emerging
models of church resulting from this project. How can those models be used to
generate different definitions of success?
• How synods sustain or grow these opportunities over time, particularly if grant
funding is reduced or eliminated after the campaign.
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•
•

How synods can learn from one another.
How this information can be shared with new synods and new DEMs.

While the strategies described in this report have positively impacted congregations by
shifting their attitudes and behaviors toward a more outward, God centered stance, they
have yet to transform the participating congregations into vital centers of mission.
While transformation takes years, previous research suggests that the shifts in attitudes
and behaviors described in this paper are precursors to transformation. At the same
time, some congregations and synods experienced set-backs that require reflection and
re-tooling based on the lessons learned. Synods are already adjusting their strategies
based on the lessons learned here. For example, a new tool, developed by LEAD, is now
being used by DEMs to assess initial readiness (Appendix D). DEMs use the LEAD
survey to talk honestly with congregational leaders about their readiness for change.
Synods are finding that a lack of sustainability should not necessarily disqualify a
congregation. Indeed, congregations are most creative when they have no other options.
What appears to make a congregation less likely to be transformed is a lack of trust in
one another, and/or a lack of willingness to begin walking intentionally with the Holy
Spirit toward an uncertain future. While these congregations should not be abandoned
they also should not be engaged in processes from which they will not benefit and which
may cause them harm. Congregations and synods will need to continue walking together
with the Spirit in discernment about what kinds of questions congregations are ready to
ask and what kinds of decisions they are prepared to make for the sake of the gospel.
Congregations are not the only ones in the ELCA’s ecosystem that need adaptive change.
Synods and the churchwide organization must also intentionally engage the same
practices of discernment, listening, experimenting and reflection to experience shifts in
their missional imagination so that they can better join God and our congregations in
the world. This paper hopes to be one step toward listening and reflecting on these
experiments, however more relational work is needed. The ELCA can use their
multitude of existing networks and intentional communities to become communities of
practice.8 Such communities strengthen organizations by expanding knowledge beyond
a centralized hub and connecting it with practitioners in the field as they need it. Now
that several synods have had some experience working with congregations, the time may
be right to bring them to reflect together on what God is doing and learn from one
another before the next round of cohorts begins next fall.

Wenger, Etienne, Richard Arnold McDermott, and William Snyder. Cultivating Communities of Practice: A Guide to
Managing Knowledge. Boston MA: Harvard Business Press, 2002.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Event Project Evaluation Rubric
After each training, ask members to answer two questions: what have you learned, and what are your next steps (or some
variation of those questions). Collect the responses and ask someone in the synod to read the answers and mark each response
using the rating sheet in Attachment 1. Total the marks in teach box. The total responses in each row should equal the total
number of participants.
Key Categories
of Focus

Leaders articulate what they
learned
Leaders have clear ideas of
how to implement

Measurement

Evidence that the Difference
is occurring in a MAJOR way

Evidence that the
Difference is occurring,
but in a MINOR way

Evidence that the
Difference has yet
to happen

Answer to 2 open ended
questions (immediately
after or at the end of
training)

Leaders describe what they have learned in
clear, specific terms. What they learned
corresponds with what was taught.

Leaders have vague ideas of what
they learned or describe things not
taught in class.

Leaders are not able to
describe what they learned.

Answer to 2 open ended
questions (immediately
after or at the end of
training)

Leaders articulate clear next steps

Leaders articulate vague next
steps

Leaders don’t articulate next
steps.

Event Project Follow-up
Two months after each training, ask participants to answer the following question: Please describe how you have used _____
training. (give specific examples of what you have done). Collect the responses and ask someone in the synod to read the answers
and mark each response using the rating sheet in Attachment 1. Total the marks in teach box. The total responses in each row
should equal the total number of people who responded to the follow-up.
Date of follow-up: ______________ Number responding: ___________
Measurement
Key Categories
of Focus

Leaders implement next steps

Follow-up survey &
reflection 3 months later?

Evidence that the
Difference is
occurring in a MAJOR
way
Leaders can name specific steps
they have taken

Evidence that the Difference
is occurring, but in a MINOR
way
Leaders implemented started planning but
have not yet implemented action plan

Evidence that
the Difference
has yet to
happen
Leaders did not
implement training.

Appendix B: Measuring Progress Cohort Rubric
Key
Categories
of Focus

Measurement

Evidence that the
Difference has yet to
happen

Leaders describe that spiritual practices have
become part of congregational life and are
now informing their continued work.
Leaders describe listening activities they’ve
done that are now informing their continued
work.
Leaders describe experiments they’ve done
that are now informing their continued work.

Evidence that the Difference
is occurring, but in a MINOR
way
Spiritual practices happen but it does
not appear to be informing their
work.
Listening activities have happened
but are not yet being used to inform
work.
Experiments have happened but are
not yet used to inform work.

Reflection

Leaders describe reflections they’ve done
that are now informing their continued work.

Reflections have happened but are
not yet used to inform work.

No reflections have taken place
yet.

Clear Purpose
within God’s
mission & path
forward
Expanded
Missional
Imagination

Reflection

Congregation can articulate their
mission/purpose and has clear next steps.

Vague mission/purpose and/or
vague next steps.

Congregation cannot articulate a
sense of mission/purpose.

Use reflection score sheet
with 1-7 scale (afterward)

Leaders describe shifts in missional
imagination and behaviors. (score of 6-7)

No shift in imagination, little or
no God language. (score 1-3)

Increased
engagement in
local context

Reflection

Leaders describe concrete ways they now
engage with their context in a subject to
subject manner.

Progress in attitudes and some
behaviors but transformation
incomplete. (score 4-5)
Some local connections but still
subject/object, transactional or
purely attractional.

Congregational Vitality
Survey at beginning of
process and the end.
Annually after
(Measures people in pews)
Reflection

Vitality scores all over 4 or improved from
pre-test. Increases in specific practices or
specific scores. (TBD)

Some improvements, but not
significant from time 1 to time 2

Do change or decrease

New lay leaders are named and specific roles
they’ve played are identified
Worship attendance increases more than 5%
and congregations have enough people to
participate in ministry.

Lay leaders are named but haven’t
played leadership role yet
Congregations are holding steady in
attendance.

No new leaders identified

Congregations experience increased
contributions from members. Congregations
increase percentage given to synod.

Some improvements, but not
significant from time 1 to time 2

Congregations’ expenses are
higher than income.

Spiritual
practices

Reflection

Reflection
Listening
Experimenting
Reflecting

Deeper cong.
connections
with God, each
other, world
New Leadership
Worship
attendance

Generous Giving

Reflection

Annual report: Average
worship attendance
Annual Report: % shared
with synod,
income/expenses of
congregation

Evidence that the Difference is
occurring in a MAJOR way

No regular spiritual practice yet

No listening activities have taken
place yet.
No experimentation have taken
place yet.

No new activities.

Worship attendance decreases
more than 5%
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Appendix C: Examples of unhealthy or less vital compared to healthy/vital
The following examples of vital attitudes and behaviors were drawn from missional literature and research to help
DEMs and evaluators determine shifts in congregational attitudes and behavior. Those shifts are aggregated using
the 7-point scale below.
Old model or unhealthy attitudes
New model or Healthy attitudes
Resistance or apathy toward process
Enthusiastic about process
Survival- fear based
Hopeful - optimistic
Scarcity
Generosity & Abundance
Deficit focused (what we don’t have)
Asset based (what we do have)
Inward focus (country club or social club mentality)
Outward focus (Driven into the world by God)
God not mentioned or distant/passive
God used with action words
Afraid of God or of failing God
Trust God with success, free to fail
Afraid to act – lack of confidence
Confident in God’s promises (okay to fail)
Church sends people to do mission
Church itself is sent to do mission
Vague understanding of why they act as a church and as Intentionality of church and individuals
individual disciples
Ask people to join us and what we do
Join people to support what they want to do
God is here and we bring God to neighbors, Subject to
God is in community too. Subject to subject (we are
object (us/them)
partners in community)
Congregation as an island in community
Congregation as collaborative partner
Fixing problems to get us back to where we were.
We are being transformed into something new
Afraid of or avoid/resist change
Change is part of who we are and what we do
Newcomers must learn the right way to do things
Newcomers may show us new ways to do things
“Plastic people” – we don’t talk about difficult things as
Authenticity- we talk about what is actually happening
individuals and/or congregation.
in our lives and our church
Consumer mentality
Sense of ownership among participants
Competing with other congregations
Collaborating with other congregations
Pastor primarily as Chaplin
Pastor mostly coach/teacher inspiring people to action
People like us are welcome
Diversity is valued
Young people are the church of the future
Young people are the church now. They are members
whose ideas/skills are sought out, valued and used.
Old model or unhealthy behaviors
New-model or healthy behaviors
Shutting down creativity and action
Inspiring people to action
Ridged structures limit activities
Adaptive structures allow for experimentation
Reactive decision making and planning
Proactive decision making and planning
Conflict/tension or conflict avoidance
Open/respectful discussion
Tight control over what happens or anything goes
Creative, purpose focused experimentation with
permission giving without focus
reflection and learning or adaptation
Dysfunctional relationships and behaviors
Collaborative, functional relationships
Secrets, poor or lack of communication
Proactive, transparent, helpful communication
Lack of intentional plan
Clear intentional plan for moving forward even if end
goal is vague
Cliques – especially in leadership
Rotating leaders, using the gifts of all including young
people and newcomers
Disconnect between faith and people’s daily life
Incarnational activities among people (talking about
behaviors
faith, living out vocational call)
Evangelism efforts non-existent or designed only to get
Evangelism = teaching people to share faith and
new members
invitation
Neighborhood outreach nonexistent or only designed to
Neighborhood outreach that builds relationships and
attract members
partners
Vague leadership roles – blurred expectations
Clear leadership roles and expectations
Power/ authority used to control or assert dominance
Power/authority used to lift up weaker members or
community people (servant leaders)
Can’t articulate clear purpose
Very clear on purpose – can explain

Seven-point rating scale:
These characteristics describe a continuum of change that congregations may experience as
they move toward vitality.
1. The congregation is moving in the wrong direction in both attitude and behavior.
2. The congregation is stuck in an old or unhealthy model. No appreciable movement in
attitudes or behaviors. No willingness or ability to work to work on these things at this
time. It may be the wrong time for this congregation to participate.
3. The congregation is struggling with resistance. Some positive steps have been taken,
however the struggle has prevented significant, stead growth. Change is needed
(resistance overcome) before they will be able to move forward.
4. There has been positive change in attitude, but it is not yet reflected in behaviors. They
appear to be moving in the right direction without enough resistance to derail the
process.
5. There has been positive movement in both attitudes and behaviors or practices, but the
transformation is incomplete to date.
6. This congregation has been transformed from an older or unhealthy model to a new
model.
7. This congregation began the process from a healthy model and continues in that model.
They may have grown by sharing their story with others.
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Appendix D: LEAD readiness survey

LEAD
Survey

Congregation name:
Synod:

City:

State:

Today's date:

Role of the person/group who completed this form:
Please check the boxes next to the items that are presently true in your congregation. ideally this form
will be discussed by the leadership team actively participating in their synod's renewal process. These
responses should reflect the consensus of that group.
My congregation:

has high trust in our leadership.
is in a pastoral leadership transition
has a pastor (or pastors) who are ready to do something new.
is ready to join in God’s mission by connecting with our neighbors.
realizes that what we are doing is not working.
is wondering what to do next.
manages disagreements in a healthy, respectful manner.
is ready to learn how to make changes.
generally agrees on important issues.
has a history of setting and completing goals.
wants to grow and welcomes people from other cultures and ethnicities.
has a lot of energy and passion for mission.
is committed to faith practices that deepen the faith of worshipers.
is reaching young families, children, and youth.
sets goals and follows through.
total number of checked statements
Modified and Used by permission of: LEAD waytolead.org 832-299-LEAD (5323)
Scoring: If your congregation’s staff and council can honestly say yes to 9 or more statements, then you are ready now. If they
say yes to 5 or less, then this is not the time. 6-8? That’s a maybe and we can suggest other first steps to help you prepare for a
LEAD process.
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